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ABSTRACT—Enforcing a behavioral pattern in any system will force it to behave in the expected way thorough which it can
be secured against any unauthorized access leading to a trusted environment. Security assurance in cloud computing environment
is a major challenge associated with lack of trust and vulnerability to unauthenticated access that requires the providers to secure
virtualized data centers by preserving data integrity. To improve the customer’s confidence on cloud, trust has to be restored by
developing trusted computing model for various cloud services ranging from storage, network, and infrastructure to everything as
a service. Current trends suggest that the digital world is going to be more and more flexible, interconnected and open to public
access and hence the trust associated with it has to be managed based on variety of key security techniques like identity
management, digital signatures, credential exchange, certificates and key management. Nevertheless attacks on public as well as
private data’s in cloud ecosystem exposes the inherent failure in protection mechanism.
Keywords—: Distributed Service, Integrity attestation, Cloud computing, Multitenant.
Microsoft Azure and Google App Engine, the underlying
computer and storage resources scale automatically to match
I. INTRODUCTION
application demand so that the cloud user does not have to
allocate resources manually. This paper concentrates on
In recent days the cloud computing technology is
software as a service. It is a software licensing and delivery
popular because it is an attracting technology in the field of
model in which software is licensed on a subscription basis
computer science. Cloud computing is internet base
and is centrally hosted. Sometimes referred to as "oncomputing that usually referred the shared configurable
demand software". Software as a service (SaaS) is typically
resources is provided with computers and other devices as
accessed by users using a thin client via a web browser.
services. Cloud computing delegate services with a
Software as a service (SaaS) has been incorporated into the
customer’s data, software and computation over a network.
strategy of all leading enterprise software companies. One of
The customer of the cloud can get the services through the
the biggest selling points for these companies is the potential
network. In other words, users are using or buying
to reduce Information Technology (IT) support costs by
computing services from others. Cloud can provide
outsourcing hardware and software maintenance and support
Anything as a Service (AaaS). Many service model are
to the Software as a service (SaaS) provider. The vast
provided by the cloud they are IaaS ,SaaS and PaaS.
majority of SaaS solutions are based on a multi-tenant
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) offer computers physical or
architecture. To support scalability, the application is
virtual machines and other resources. Infrastructure as a
installed on multiple machines (called horizontal scaling). In
service (IaaS) clouds often offer additional resources such as
some cases, a second version of the application is set up to
a virtual-machine disk image library, raw block storage, and
offer a select group of customers with access to pre-release
file or object storage, firewalls, load balancers, IP addresses,
versions of the applications (e.g., a beta version) for testing
virtual local area networks (VLANs), and software bundles.
purposes. And contrasted with traditional software, where
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) cloud providers supply
multiple physical copies of the software each potentially of a
these resources ondemand from their large pools installed in
different version, with a potentially different configuration,
data centers. In the Platform as a service (PaaS) models,
and often customized are installed across various customer
cloud providers deliver a computing platform, typically
sites. While an exception rather than the norm, some
including operating system, programming language
Software as a service (SaaS) solutions do not use
execution environment, database, and web server.
multitenancy, or use other mechanisms such as
Application developers can develop, run their software
virtualization to cost-effectively manage a large number of
solutions on a cloud platform without the cost complexity of
customers in place of multi-tenancy. Whether multi-tenancy
buying and managing the underlying hardware, software
is a necessary component for software-as-a-service is a topic
layers. With some Platform as a service (PaaS) offers like
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of controversy. Some limitations slow down the acceptance
of Software as a service (SaaS) and prohibit from being used
in some cases:
 Since data are being stored on the vendor’s servers, data
security becomes an issue.
 Software as a service (SaaS) applications are hosted in
the cloud, far away from the application users. And
introduces latency into the environment; so, for
example, the Software as a service (SaaS) model is not
suitable for applications that demand response times in
the milliseconds.
 Multi-tenant architectures, which drive cost efficiency
for SaaS solution providers, limit customization of
applications for large clients, inhibiting such
applications from being used in scenarios (applicable
Gohila Priya dharshini.C et al, mostly to large
enterprises) for which such customization is necessary.
 Some business applications require access to or
integration with customer's current data. When such
data are large in volume or sensitive (e.g., end users'
personal information), integrating them with remotely
hosted software can be costly or risky, or can conflict
with data governance regulations.
 Constitutional search warrant laws do not protect all
forms of Software as a service (SaaS) dynamically
stored data.
 The end result is that a link is added to the chain of
security where access to the data, and, by extension,
misuse of these data, are limited only by the assumed
honesty of 3rd parties or government agencies able to
access the data on their own recognizance.
 Switching Software as a service (SaaS) vendors may
involve the slow and difficult task of transferring very
large data files over the Internet.
 Organizations that adopt SaaS may force into adopting
new versions, which might result in unforeseen training
costs or an increase in probability that a user might
make an error. Relying on an Internet connection means
that data are transferred to and from a SaaS firm at
internet speeds, rather than the potentially higher speeds
of a firm’s internal network.

II. RELATED WORKS
Trust revolves around assurance and confidence
that people, data, entities, information or processes will
function or behave in expected ways. It may be defined as
the belief the trusting agent has in the service provider’s
willingness and capability to deliver a mutually agreed
service in a given context and in a given time slot. With
respect to cloud, trust
can be given as the assurance of the hypervisors ability to
isolate and establish trust for guest or hosted virtual
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machines that are critical, because this forms the root node
for multitenant machine computing and trusted interoperability Trust and trust models has been studied to great
extent in earlier works, especially the characteristics of trust
has been categorized into five groups, Competence;
compete, expert, dynamic, Predictability; predictable,
Benevolence; good, goodwill, benevolent, responsive,
Integrity; honest, credible, reliable, dependable, Others;
open, careful or safe, shared understanding, certainty The
relational behavior of trust was classified into hierarchical
trust, social group, and social networks. Hierarchical trust
considers all relationships in a hierarchical manner and
represented by a tree organization where nodes represent
individuals and edges represent the trust degrees between
the pair of nodes with each defining a trust degree between
them through transitivity Zhang et al., have classified the
trust functions based on the following four dimensions
Subjective trust vs. Objective trust, Transaction-based vs.
Opinion-based, Complete information vs. Localized
information, Rank-based vs. Threshold based. Capability of
an entity's trustworthiness being measured objectively
against a universal standard results in objective trust. If the
trust being measured depends on an individual’s tastes and
interest the resulting trust is called subjective trust.
Decisions made based on the individual transactions and
their results is known as transaction based trust whereas the
trust built based on just opinion of the individuals is opinion
based trust. If the trust building operation requires
information from each and every node, it is called complete
information it is known as either global trust function or
complete trust function. If the information collected only
from one’s neighbors’ it is called localized information trust
function. If the trust worthiness of an entity is ranked from
the best to worst, it is rank based trust whereas the trust
declared yes or no depending present trust threshold is
known as threshold based trust.
Challenges in Trusted Computing
Trusted computing targets computing and
communication systems as well as services that are
predictable, traceable, controllable, assessable, sustainable,
dependable,
privacy
protectable,etc.The
emerging
ubiquitous communication/network infrastructures, in
conjunction with the Internet, enable heterogeneous
computers/services, and even their components to be
universally connected towards global computing. Trust
and/or distrust relationships in such global computing exist
ubiquitously in the course of dynamic interaction and
cooperation
of
user-to-system,
system-to-system,
component-to-component, and user-to-user who are using
the systems. It is another grand challenge to make truly
trustworthy computing and communication systems that are
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massively
distributed,
loosely
coupled,
greatly
heterogeneous, highly dynamic, etc. Trusted computing
model need to identify the implication of trust, distrust and
mistrust, also needs to measure the risk associated with it.
With respect to security and privacy trust needs to be
established for access control, identity management, privacy
intrusion, automatic detection and standard protocols for
security. For a trusted reliable and dependable system a fault
tolerant, robust and survivable system with failure recovery
and quality of service needs to be addressed. For a
trustworthy services and applications, e-commerce and ebusiness requires digital rights management, trusted media
distribution and web services are the primary challenges. In
a socio-economic strand, trust needs to address the standards
and interoperation technology with the impact of policy and
legal issues of cyber trust. Also non-technical issues like
ethics, sociology, culture, psychology and economy are
other deciding factors to challenge a trustworthy system.

III. TRUSTED COMPUTING
ENVIRONMENTS
Trust is a characteristic that often grows over time,
in accordance with evidence and experience. To trust any
program, we base our trust on rigorous analysis and testing,
looking for certain key characteristics


Functional correctness: The program does what it is
supposed to, and it works correctly.



Enforcement of integrity: Even if presented erroneous
commands or commands from unauthorized users, the
program maintains the correctness of the data with
which it has contact.



Limited privilege: The program is allowed to access
secure data, but the access is minimized and neither the
access rights nor the data are passed along to othe
entrusted programs or back to an entrusted caller.



Appropriate confidence level: The program has been
examined and rated at a degree of trust appropriate for
the kind of data and environment in which it is to be
used. Trust is applicable to various domains in the
information world from areas where computation
occurs to areas where data’s get stored. The below Fig.
1 from the trusted computing group describes various
areas where trust forms a major alliance in ensuring
security.
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Fig.1Trusted computing groups classification of trust
domains.

IV. PROPOSED ATTESTATION MODEL
Attestation of cloud environment can be done through either
for web service applications or cloud providers servers and
its infrastructures. Since more of the attacks on cloud are
very critical and are focused on service provider’s
infrastructures, it is more necessary to provide attestation of
the virtualization environment then the users applications.
Hence attestation mechanism requires the following...

Fig. 2. Attestation server for trusted cloud platform
1) Attestation of VMs: only expected programs with
expected configuration files are loaded inside the VM.
2) Attestation of Node Controllers: only the expected VM
with the expected software stack has been instantiated. The
VM the user is currently connecting to, is genuinely loaded
by the genuine hypervisor.
3) Attestation of Storage Controllers: the VM is binding to
the expected virtual storage, and the state of the virtual
storage can only be manipulated by an expected software
stack. In order to provide a trusted cloud, our proposed
model creates attestation server that can either be placed
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remotely or within the local data centre. The functionality of
the attestation server is to integrate the environment and
collect the relevant measurements through an iterative
process. The implementation can be done using Ubuntu
Enterprise Cloud with Cloud Controllers in a server and
Node Controller, Cluster Controller and Storage Controller
on another server. Eucalyptus creates the cloud platform for
instantiating the Virtual Machines with the help of KVM
hypervisor. Thus Eucalyptus provides remote attestation
services to cloud users. Trusted Computing enables
Eucalyptus users with the capability of verifying the
integrity of the Virtual Machines (VMs) and the Elastic
Block Storage (EBS) volumes they own on the cloud. The
integrity of a VM relies on that of the Node Controller (NC)
and, in case, on that of the Storage Controller (SC) serving
EBSs to the VM. Attestations of these three components
should be made separately in order to provide proofs for the
integrity of the entire VM’s lifecycle. The cloud providers
who deploy Trusted Computing Pools can provide premiere
services to users who require services to be only run on
compute nodes which are verified in running known and
good hypervisors for ensured trustworthy environment. The
Fig. 2 depicts how an attestation service acts as a service
from outside the cloud with environments accessing the
server are either trusted or not trusted based on the results
from the attestation server. The trust level is calculated by
the run instance API, at the endpoint level of the user and
further attestation can be made available based on the
measurements taken from the server.

V.PROPOSED SYSTEM
Software as a service and service oriented
architecture are the basic concepts of SaaSclouds and this
will allow the application service provider to deliver their
application via cloud computing infrastructure. In our
proposed method we are introducing a new concept called
IntTest. The main goal of IntTest is, it can pinpoint all the
malicious service providers. IntTest will treat all the service
providers as black boxes and this does not need any special
hardware or secure kernel support. When we are considering
the large scale cloud system multiple service providers may
simultaneously compromised by a single malicious attacker.
In this we assume that the malicious nodes are not having
any knowledge about the other nodes except those which
they are directly interacting.
In this proposed system we are making some assumptions.
First of all we are assuming that the total number malicious
service components are less than that of the total number of
benign service providers in the entire cloud. This
assumptions is very important because without this
assumption, it would be difficult for any attack detecting
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Scheme to work successfully. The second assumption is the
data processing services are important deterministic. That is,
the same input that is giving by a benign service component
will always produce the same output. And finally we assume
that the inconsistency caused by hardware or software faults
can be excluded from malicious attacks. Fig. 3shows the
overall a architecture of the proposed system. In this the user
give request to cloud the survive will be deployed in the
cloud the cloud will forward the user request to the SaaS and
the response will be send to the cloud by the SaaS. And then
the IntTest process will be done. After that the result auto
correction will be done. After that the result will be send to
the user by the cloud. The architecture shows this IntTest
module in detail.

Figure 3: Over all architecture of the proposed method

VI. CONCLUSION
Integration of Cloud and Trust Computing can be a
viable solution for communities with high data integrity
requirements. Trust computing further unravels the benefits
in making the cloud more secure through the means of
attestation. The variety of attestation services makes the
cloud more safe and secure for consumers.
This paper, discussed about various approaches and
techniques used in providing the service integrity of SaaS
cloud model. Each technique has its own advantages and
disadvantages. Most integrity attacks can be effectively
destroyed by the advanced techniques and approaches. All
methods are approximate to our goal of providing the
service or search results with integrity, we need to further
perfect those approaches or develop some efficient methods.
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